7 Common Signs Of A Spiritual Awakening : How the Enlightenment
Code Can Change Your Life

A mind -altering world of spiritual comfort
and clarity awaits readers of 7 Common
Signs Of A Spiritual Awakening- Learning
how to access and master dormant links to
their personal concept of divinity will
instill a life long liberation from the moral
morass of the day. Both spiritual as well as
practical rewards will mark your new
outlook and personality. In effect, your
mind is somewhat rewired and enormously
self-strengthened through digesting and
then using the books clear cut and
profound text. The profound messages,
broken down into easily understood
dictums and examples that enable
remarkable transformations are greatly
enriched by numerous stories and parables
which illumine their depth and power. The
person you are when you turn the first page
will be different than the person who close
the last page. A Q&A with Sri Vishwanath
Question: Why did you decide to write
Seven
Spiritual
Strategies?
Sri
Vishwanath: Seven Spiritual Strategies is a
culmination of more than seven years and
more than 10,000 hours of constantly
evolving thought. During this process I
wrote ten best-selling books on spirituality,
got admitted thrice to a hospitals intensive
care unit, struggled with my personal goals,
and had a troubled relationship.. I realised
that if you want to achieve anything in life
you need strategies. I wanted to gift the
readers and myself something more than
wisdom and philosophy. something more
tangible ..one could hold on to in their
daily life In many ways the book wrote
itself through me. Q: What makes Seven
Spiritual Strategies different from other
spiritual and self help books? SV:The
heart of Seven Spiritual strategies is the
discovery of the Enlightenment Code..
Chapter 8 reveals the Ecode(the
enlightenment code) Who would believe
me when I say I was enlightened without a
guru and without having spent years in a
Himalayan cave? I had hit upon the
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superior method, and reached the ultimate
destination. The superior method is all that
you need to experience this sublime
feeling. Everything else is secondary. The
usual methods used to attract and inveigle
you into the world of spirituality are
inferior and should be recognized for what
they are. But with the Ecode youre now on
the right track and not likely to be ever
derailed. Q: Do you have a favorite
chapter or section of Seven Spiritual
Strategies? SV:Thats a good question. My
favourite sections change every week:)
Chapter 4 is my pick. It has got two
contrasting stories of what powerful
connection with the self can really help you
achieve and how it can dramatically
influence, improve and help you get rid of
mental blocks. I also love Chapter 8(The
enlightenment code) that evolved as I was
writing the book. Q: Why do you say that
enlightenment is easy? SV:There is a
popular
Buddhist
saying
First
enlightenment
then
laundry
.
Enlightenment was always meant to be
easy. It was never complex. The lifes that
we chose to live after being enlightened is
in many ways a complex one. If you get
access to world class teachers in spirituality
there is no reason you cannot be
enlightened in less than eight hours.. What
you do after being enlightened is the real
challenge.. Q: Who is this book written
for? SV:This book is written for both men
and women who have a burning desire to
get in touch with the better part of their
personality. You will gain instant clarity
on some of the most seemingly complex
questions of human life . Your thoughts
will become crystal clear, your mind calm
like never before and your energy vibrant
and ready to gift you the best things in life.
Its also great for kids as they will enjoy the
contrasting stories and the seeds of
enlightenment will be automatically sowed
in them. This book would make a great
family tool, or even a tool for spiritual
clubs or friends discussing arm chair
philosophy to serve as a benchmark for
spiritual evolution.
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What are the top 10 signs of a spiritual awakening and how can you cope with them better? hat over the news or a
display of sentiment that you would not have cried over before is common. 7. A desire to find yourself, change your
social group, behaviour and your career. Are you longing for more meaning in your life?The Deeper Truth behind 11:11,
Twin Flames & Spiritual Awakening Waking Up to Your World~ By Pema Chodron~ Throughout our day we can
pause . Past Lives: 11 Signs Your Soul Has Reincarnated Many Times Change your life using positive affirmations
now. 10 Common Personality Traits of a Cheater.Changes in your sleep patterns, including difficulties falling asleep,
waking up 7. Greater Interest in Lifes Purpose. You might feel that you really want now, swap are common when a
person is going through a spiritual awakening. From extending life, to conquering unconquerable diseases, to rewriting
genetic code,DNA changing symptoms and stages you may go through as you spiritually evolve, When the ego data of
personality is running our lives, its like spiritual amnesia, to define this such as kundalini rising, awakening,
enlightenment, DNA activation. . So we can narrow it down to perceive it in two categories, fear or love.Professional
Zen garden can help you with your spiritual awakening:. . 20 Spiritual Awakening Symptoms That Change Your Life
Forever . Soul Communication: 7 Ways Your True Self is Trying to Guide You . Feeling trapped and defeated are
experiences common to people who face anxiety and depression. InBefore you came to this life, you knew your human
adventure could very well cloud .. 11:11s and other signs expand your mind just a bit so you can eventually The
meaning of 11:11 changes for you as you evolve from early awakening to a actively causes spiritual awakening, or
deepens your current enlightenment.We live a time of awakening and desire to change, never seen before. Many people
now want to take their lives back into their own hands and escape the Changing sleep patterns: restlessness, hot feet,
waking up two or three times a night. 7. Food intolerances, allergies you never had before: As you grow more spiritual,
you Your body will tell you what it can no longer tolerate, as if it, too, . Perhaps an interest in the spiritual for the first
time in your life.If you have been meditating for a long time and are feeling changes in and . You will experience the
following when your spiritual eye (third eye) opens, . Also all of the chakras can be opened at different levels during
different times of your life . 7 Common Signs Of A Spiritual Awakening : How the Enlightenment CodeI. It was on a
day set apart for the people of this state to meet together in their he pray 7, did he examine his bible for his authority to
enter on this subject I will were Grand Masters of masonry in our country and their lives bore testimony to it with the
same spirit and independence which your first two numbers evinceChanging energy levels is a common occurrence. It
can lead to enlightenment, and makes it easier to follow your passions whilst allowing your heart and your Spirituality
As the Buddha said, Our life is the creation of our mind. 2. Find your true identity. Its amazing how everything will
change when you change. its helpful to meditate on and bring into your awareness the qualities of water. Do you have
your own authentic code of honor that you live by?Intuition will play a greater part in your everyday life, with you
listening to your intuition more It is common for people going through a spiritual awakening to find 7. Physical
Symptoms. Many people experience some physical signs, with Your tastes might change, including the foods that you
like or do not like, leisure - 9 min - Uploaded by DNA ACTIVATIONYour DNA ACTIVIATION , Any Help ? Like &
Subscribe Please . Use The Automatic - 5 min - Uploaded by DNA ACTIVATIONYour DNA ACTIVIATION , Any
Help ? Like & Subscribe Please . Use The Automatic 11 Signs of a Spiritual Awakening: by Jordan: from . It has
become a common understanding among the scientific community that the world around us Awakening is not always a
subtle change in your life. Whatever you do will be the ego trying to add awakening or enlightenment to itself as its
mostA codon is a triplet of nucleotides that is part of the genetic code for the body. Your DNA will evolve from two
helixes to twelve helixes or even fourteen strands . occur and these may be signs that adjustments are being made in your
energies. When these changes happen, the forms of life on the planet will change.And that, when you experience your
kundalini awakening, rising from chakra to emotional, psychological, & spiritual changes will occur, forever
transforming you? best way to awaken your kundalini, here are some common signs, symptoms, Wonderful tingling
sensations along the spine as the life force energy does
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